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Snap-on Receives Undercar Digest Top 10 Tools Awards 
for SOLUS Edge and ETHOS Tech  

 
LINCOLNSHIRE, IL, Feb. 17, 2016 – Snap-on is pleased to announce it has received the prestigious Undercar 
Digest Top 10 Tools awards for its SOLUS™ Edge and its ETHOS® Tech. These two Snap-on products were 
chosen by readers of Undercar Digest, which includes shop operators and technicians, who earn their living by 
being accurate and efficient when diagnosing and repairing today’s vehicles. 
 
“We would like to sincerely thank the shop operators and technicians for recognizing Snap-on as having two of 
the best products in the automotive industry,” said Mark Schaefer, director of marketing, Snap-on Diagnostics. 
“Both our SOLUS Edge and ETHOS Tech diagnostic tools deliver the power and information that today’s 
professional technicians need to make their repair jobs easier and more efficient.”  
  
SOLUS Edge combines sophisticated functionality, advanced graphing features, an intuitive user interface and 
customizable configuration. Technicians can complete the repair with comprehensive coverage for European, 
Asian and domestic vehicles, and integrated access to the exclusive SureTrack® online resource of expert 
knowledge that provides vehicle-specific Real Fixes and verified parts replacement data harvested from 
millions of successful repair orders.  
 
ETHOS Tech is an affordable, full-function scan tool that includes all software upgrades in the purchase price, 
for three years. It offers OEM-specific coverage for dozens of systems on domestic, Asian and European 
vehicles, including codes, data, functional tests and bi-directional controls to verify diagnosis and repairs, plus 
relearns and adaptations to finish the job other tools only start.   
 
Awards are given to the 10 entries in each category (products or tools) that draw the most votes from the 
readers. SOLUS Edge and ETHOS Tech will be displayed in a special exhibit at Undercar Digest’s Auto TECH 
expo, April 7-9, 2016 in Covington, KY. 
 
About Snap-on Diagnostics: 
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of 
tool, diagnostic and equipment solutions for professional tool users.  Products are sold through its franchised 
dealer van, company-direct sales and distributor channels, as well as over the Internet.  Founded in 1920, 
Snap-on is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. http://diagnostics.snapon.com. 
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